Exercise Training Restores Hypertension-Induced Changes in the Elastic Tissue of the Thoracic Aorta
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Abstract

Background/Aims: Pharmacological antihypertensive therapies decrease both wall hypertrophy and collagen, but are unable to diminish the elastic content in the thoracic aorta. We investigated the effects of exercise training on aortic structure and function. Methods: Spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) and normotensive rats (WKY), submitted to low-intensity training (T) or kept sedentary (S), were subjected to haemodynamic analyses. The thoracic aorta was processed for real-time PCR, light (morphometric/stereological evaluations) and electron microscopy. Results: SHR S versus WKY S exhibited a higher heart rate, pressure and pulse pressure, increased -actin, elastin and collagen mRNA expression, augmented wall volume and cross-sectional area (marked elastin/collagen content). In the SHR, training reduced pressure and heart rate, with slight reduction in pulse pressure. SHR T aortas exhibited small morphometric changes, reduced -actin, elastin and collagen mRNA expression, normalization of increased elastic content, reduction in collagen/connective tissue and a decrease in smooth muscle cell volume (p < 0.05 for all comparisons). SHR T aortas showed improved circumferential orientation of smooth muscle cells and prevention of rupture/duplication of internal elastic lamina. No effects were observed in trained WKY aortas.

Conclusions: Training effectively corrects elastic, collagen and smooth muscle content in SHR aortas. These changes, by reducing aortic pulsatility, facilitate a buffering function and reduce the cardiovascular risk.
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Introduction

The thoracic aorta, besides supplying blood to peripheral tissues and organs (conduit function), has the important function to dampen pressure oscillations resulting from intermittent ventricular ejection (cushioning function), thus coupling the heart function with the cardiovascular system [1, 2]. Like the other arteries, the thoracic aorta is composed by layers of vascular smooth muscle cells and extracellular matrix (elastic and connective tissue, composed mainly by elastin and collagen, respec-
tively), but different from distal arteries, elastin, arranged in elastic lamellas and fibres, is the dominant component being responsible for extensibility and resilience of the vessel [1–3]. The higher elastin/collagen ratio reduces aortic stiffness and minimizes pulsatility, thus improving the cushioning function of the thoracic aorta.

In both human and animal models, hypertension has been associated with structural remodelling (phenotypic switching of smooth muscle cells, increased collagen deposition with decreased elastin/collagen ratio, besides a defective elastin synthesis) [3, 4] and with mechanical changes in the aortic function (increased wall stiffness and pulsatility) [2], which reduces the buffering function of the large arteries and contributes to the end-organ damage in hypertension. Most studies have focused on the marked hypertension-induced increases in vascular collagen [4–6], but some have also assessed the effects of hypertension on elastic fibres, the main component of the thoracic aorta, showing significant increases in elastin in renal, Dahl salt-sensitive, deoxycorticosterone acetate-thoracic aorta, showing significant increases in elastin in hypertension on elastic fibres, the main component of the effective elastin synthesis)

In both human and animal models, hypertension has been associated with structural remodelling (phenotypic switching of smooth muscle cells, increased collagen deposition with decreased elastin/collagen ratio, besides a defective elastin synthesis) [3, 4] and with mechanical changes in the aortic function (increased wall stiffness and pulsatility) [2], which reduces the buffering function of the large arteries and contributes to the end-organ damage in hypertension. Most studies have focused on the marked hypertension-induced increases in vascular collagen [4–6], but some have also assessed the effects of hypertension on elastic fibres, the main component of the thoracic aorta, showing significant increases in elastin in renal, Dahl salt-sensitive, deoxycorticosterone acetate-salt and spontaneous hypertension [3, 6–8]. Accumulated evidence also showed that pressure-induced elastogenesis yields abnormal elastic fibre formation [9] which, together with an increased collagen content, caused increased vessel stiffness. Due to both rapid accumulation and a very low turnover of elastin and collagen in the vascular wall [10], the risks and consequences of hypertension may persist for long periods of time.

Current antihypertensive therapies are intended not only to reduce pressure but also to reverse hypertension-induced structural changes [11, 12]. Indeed, angiotensin receptor blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, aldosterone antagonists and calcium channel blockers are known to decrease the media collagen content, but accumulation of elastin still persisted after pressure had been restored to near-normal levels [6, 13, 14]. On the other hand, a cross-sectional study from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Ageing [15] showed that an older man performing regular endurance training, a non-pharmacological antihypertensive therapy, exhibited decreased pulse wave velocity and a small carotid augmentation index, two important indexes characterizing a higher cushioning function of vessels [16]. In addition, previous studies from our laboratory [17, 18] have already demonstrated the ability of exercise training in remodeling heart, diaphragm and skeletal muscle arterioles in trained spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR): low-intensity aerobic training was able to reverse the altered vascular structure, normalizing the wall/lumen ratio of the arteriole, with significant positive correlations between pressure fall and the wall/lumen ratio reduction of the arteriole and between pressure fall and hind limb resistance reduction [17, 18].

Taking into consideration the demonstrated efficacy of exercise training to remodel arteries/arterioles and our limited knowledge of antihypertensive therapy-induced changes in the structure and function of aortic elastic fibres, we sought to determine the effects of exercise training on cardiovascular parameters (functional data), on the structure and morphometry of the thoracic aorta (light and electronic microscopy) and on the structural changes of the aortic components (mRNA expression and protein distribution within the aortic wall) of normotensive rats (WKY) and SHR submitted to aerobic training or kept sedentary.

Methods

Animal Protocols

Male WKY and SHR aged 2 months were housed in plexiglas cages on a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle and allowed free access to food and water. Rats were initially pre-selected for their ability to walk on a treadmill (8–10 sessions at 0.4–0.8 km/h, 0% grade, 10 min/day; Inbramed, KT-300). At week zero, before starting protocols, active rats were submitted to maximal exercise test (graded exercise on the treadmill, 0% grade, starting at 0.3 km/h with increments of 0.3 km/h every 3 min up to exhaustion) in order to determine maximal individual exercise capacities and to assign rats with equivalent capability to trained or sedentary groups. Low-intensity training was performed 5 days/week, 1 h/day over 3 months, as previously described [19–21]. Briefly, exercise intensity was increased progressively by a combination of time and speed to attain at the 2nd to 3rd week 1 h/day and 50–60% of maximal exercise capacity, as determined by the maximal exercise tests on the treadmill. Maximal exercise tests were repeated for each rat at the 6th and 12th week in order to adjust training intensity and to compare the efficacy of the training protocol, respectively. Rats submitted to the sedentary protocol were handled every day and submitted once a week to a short period of mild exercise (5–10 min, 0.4–0.8 km/h, 0% grade). These protocols resulted in 4 groups of rats, sedentary WKY (WKYs), sedentary SHR (SHRs), trained WKY (WKYt) and trained SHR (SHRt).

All surgical procedures and protocols used conformed to the Ethical Principles in Animal Research of the Brazilian College of Animal Experimentation and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Measurements at the Conscious State and Tissue Sampling

At the end of the training and sedentary protocols, rats were anaesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (80 mg/kg), xylazine (12 mg/kg) and acepromazine (0.05 mg/kg), 0.4 mg/kg intraperitoneally, for implantation of an arterial catheter [made of 2 segments of vinyl tubing (Critchley): 2 cm of 0.28/0.61 mm, heat merged with 4.5 cm of 0.50/1.50 mm inner/outer diameter] into the right carotid artery. The thicker (external) part of the catheter...
was tunneled subcutaneously, exteriorized at the back of the neck and fixed with a suture in the midscapular region. After a recovery period of 24–48 h, the arterial catheter was connected to a Gould Statham P23XL transducer in an 8-channel recorder system (Gould, model 5900), and a variable period of time was allowed for the stabilization of cardiovascular parameters. Resting values of arterial pressure (AP, systolic, diastolic, mean and pulse pressure) and heart rate (HR, Biotach triggered by the pulse pressure) were then recorded continuously for 20–30 min (beat-to-beat record) in conscious unrestrained rats.

After functional measurements, rats were deeply anaesthetized (ketamine/xylazine/acepromazine, 0.8 ml/kg i.p.). Immediately after the respiratory arrest they were submitted to transcardiac perfusion with buffered saline (100–150 ml, 20–30 ml/min, Daiger Pump, with the perfusion pressure kept in the same range as the mean AP recorded in the conscious animals). In 5 rats of each group the fresh thoracic aorta was dissected (from the aortic arch up to the diaphragm), removed, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in a deep freezer for posterior reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR analysis. Rats assigned to morphometric and stereological analyses (7–8/group) were, after buffered saline perfusion, perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 mol/l phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, 250–350 ml. The thoracic aorta (20–22 mm) was removed, cut into small rings (approximately 5 mm width) and post-fixed in the same fixative for 24 h. In the rats assigned to ultrastructural analysis (2/group), saline perfusion was followed by perfusion with a modified solution of Karnovsky (2.5% of glutaraldehyde plus 2% of paraformaldehyde in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.3, 250–350 ml). The thoracic aorta was harvested, cut into 5-mm-thick pieces, and small longitudinal segments harbouring the vessel wall were obtained from upper, medium and lower aortic rings. These segments were immersed in Karnovsky solution for 2 h.

RT-PCR Analysis

Total mRNA from the thoracic aorta was extracted using Trizol® according to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNase I was used to digest DNA, thus obtaining pure mRNA prior to the RT reaction. mRNA integrity in each sample was verified by agarose gel electrophoresis. Total mRNA (2 μg) was used for first-strand cDNA synthesis using SuperScript II (RNaseOUT was added for protection). In three pooled mRNA aliquots, RT was added for protection. Diluted RT samples (1:10) were submitted to real-time PCR amplification using Platinum® QPCR Supermix-UDG and specific oligonucleotides for α-actin (forward, ATCCGATAGAACACG-GCATC; reverse, CACGCCAAGCTGTATAGA; 83 bp), elastin (forward, CTGCCAAATATGGTGCTGCT; reverse, CCAC-CCCCTGGGTAAGG; 115 bp), collagen I (forward, CGAG-ACCCTTCTCACACTC; reverse, GCATCTTTGGTTAGGTTGA-CAA; 121 bp) and collagen III (forward, GGAGCTCAGGAGGGAGAT; reverse, GGCCCTGCGTTTGTATTT; 130 bp). β-Actin was used as an internal control (forward, AAGGATTG-GCCACCACACCTCTACA; reverse, CGGTGAGCAGCAGAG-GT; 69 bp). Real-time PCR reactions were performed, recorded and analysed using the Corbett Research System (Corbett Life Sciences, Sydney, Australia). The conditions for PCR were as follows: 95°C for 2 min, then 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s, 60°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 15 s. The specificity of the SYBR Green assay was confirmed by melting point analysis. Expression data were calculated from the cycle threshold (Ct) value using the ΔΔCt method for quantification [22]. Results, normalized by β-actin mRNA, were expressed as fold increase. All oligonucleotides and reagents used in this protocol were purchased from Invitrogen Co. (San Diego, Calif., USA).

Morphological/Morphometric Evaluations

Aortic rings were dehydrated in graded ethanol concentrations (70, 80, 90 and 100%) and embedded in histological paraplast. The paraplast blocks were cut with a microtome (5-μm-thick sections; Leica). Transverse sections were mounted on a glass slide and stained with the Weigert-haematoxylin technique. Three slides with 5 semi-serial (1 section every 25 μm) sections each, i.e. a total of 15 sections, were obtained from each sample. Morphological analysis conducted in transversal aortic sections with a light microscope (Nikon E1000, ×200 and ×400 magnifications) permitted the identification of elastic lamellas/fibrils (Weigert stain) and smooth muscle constituents (haematoxylin stain). Thoracic aorta images were acquired (colour video camera Nikon ACT-1 for DXM1200F) and digitized for offline morphometric analysis (Image Pro Plus 5.1 software). Analysis included the determination of inner (A1 = lumen) and outer areas (Ao = whole area of the vessel), used for calculation of the inner and outer diameter of the thoracic aorta (D = 2r, where r is the inner or the outer radius) and for the calculation of either the cross-sectional area (CSA = Ao – A1), wall thickness (δ = outer r – inner r) and media-to-lumen ratio (media/lumen = δ/inner D).

Stereological Estimations

Section images (systematic uniform random sampling) were acquired using a DMR Leica microscope equipped with a High-End DP 72 Olympus digital camera and projected onto a computer monitor. Stereological analyses were performed using the new CAST Visiopharm Stereology System, version 3.6.5.0.

Volume of Thoracic Aorta

The volume of the thoracic aorta (V TA ) was estimated by means of the Cavalieri principle [23]. Briefly, thoracic aorta paraplast-embedded blocks were exhaustively serially sectioned and every 5th section (5-μm-thick each) was sampled and measured for the cross-sectional area. Then,

\[ V_{TA} = T \times \sum A_{TA} \]

where T is the between-section distance (50 μm) and \( \sum A_{TA} \) is the sum of the delineated profile areas of the thoracic aorta. Profile areas were estimated from the numbers of randomly positioned test points hitting the whole reference space (points: about 151 in WKYS rats, about 138 in WKYT rats, about 161 in SHR S rats and about 158 in SHR T rats) and the area equivalent of a test point (the area associated with each test point = 90,813 m²). The mean volume shrinkage (observed coefficient of variation, CVobs) was estimated to be 23.8% (0.21) in WKYS, 22.6% (0.32) in WKYT, 23.2% (0.23) in SHR S and 23.4% (0.26) in SHR T rats. Since between-group differences were not significant (p = 0.50), correction for global shrinkage was not performed.

Volume Densities of Thoracic Aorta Compartments

The fractional volumes of thoracic aorta compartments – vascular smooth muscle nuclei, fibrillar elastic fibre, lamellar elastic fibre, total elastic fibre and connective tissue – were estimated by counting randomly positioned test points in the same sections used for...
Cavalieri’s estimate of $V_{TA}$. A given compartmental volume density ($V_{COMP}$) was therefore estimated as

$$V_{COMP} = \Sigma P_{COMP}/\Sigma P_{TA},$$

where $\Sigma P_{COMP}$ and $\Sigma P_{TA}$ represent the sums of points falling on the thoracic aorta compartment and entire thoracic aorta across all sections from a given thoracic aorta, respectively [24].

**Total Volumes of Thoracic Aorta Compartments.** The total volumes occupied by the thoracic aorta compartments ($V_{COMP}$) were estimated indirectly by multiplying their fractional volumes ($V_{COMP}$) by the thoracic aorta volume ($V_{TA}$) [25].

**Precision of Stereological Estimates.** The precision of all stereological estimates was expressed as a coefficient of error, estimated as reported by Gundersen et al. [23].

**Transmission Electron Microscopy**

After the 2-hour post-fixation, segments of the thoracic aorta were washed in phosphate-buffered solution and post-fixed again in 2% OSO$_4$ for 2 h at 4°C. Vessels were stained en bloc with uranyl acetate (overnight), dehydrated in a graded series of ethanols (60, 70, 80, 90 and 100%) and embedded in Epon. Semi-thin sections (1-μm thick) were mounted on glass slides and stained with toluidine blue. Thin sections (60-μm thick) contrasted with uranyl acetate at 4% and with lead citrate at 0.4% were examined in a LEO906E electron microscope.

**Data Analysis and Statistics**

Two-way ANOVA (strain and condition) was used to compare treadmill performance, functional values, such as HR, mean AP (MAP) and pulse pressure, morphometric parameters (cross-sectional area, wall thickness and media-to-lumen ratio) and mRNA expression data (logarithmic transforms), reported as means ± SEM. Significant differences were further investigated by using Newman-Keuls as the post hoc test. Stereological data (non-parametric values) were expressed as group mean (CV obs), where CV obs represents the standard deviation of the mean divided by the group mean. Inter-group differences were assessed by general linear model-ANOVA, using Minitab statistical software, version 16. Fisher’s test for multiple comparisons was used as the post hoc test. In both groups, correlation analysis (mRNA expression and stereological estimates × MAP changes) were performed by Pearson (parametric data) or Spearman (non-parametric data) tests. For all data, the level of significance was set at $p < 0.05$.

**Results**

**Efficacy of the Training Protocol**

Since the beginning of protocols, SHR exhibited a better performance on treadmill than age-matched WKY (147 ± 7 vs. 105 ± 7 m, respectively, attained on the maximal exercise test at week zero; $p < 0.05$). In both groups, significant increases in running distance were already observed at the 6th week of training; at the 12th week, the distance was on average 3.2 times greater than that of week zero ($p < 0.05$). By the end of protocols, sedentary groups exhibited no change (WKY) or slight decrease (SHR), while trained groups exhibited a robust increase in treadmill performance (+264 ± 12 and +279 ± 33 m, week 12 minus week zero, for WKY$T$ and SHR$T$, respectively, $p < 0.05$; fig. 1a). Importantly, exercise training equally improved the performance on treadmill in both WKY$T$ and SHR$T$ versus respective sedentary controls.

**Functional Data**

Direct measurement of AP and HR in conscious rats at rest showed that SHR$S$ had higher basal values of MAP and HR (172 ± 1 mm Hg and 386 ± 9 beats/min, respectively; fig. 1c, b) when compared to WKYS$. Pulse pressure was also significantly higher in the SHR$S$ group (vs. WKYS$; p < 0.05$; fig. 1d). Trained rats showed significant resting bradycardia (HR reductions of 6 and 8%, WKY$T$ and SHR$T$ vs. WKYS$ and SHR$S$, respectively; fig. 1b), but an MAP fall was only observed in the SHR$T$ group (~5% vs. SHR$S$, $p < 0.05$; fig. 1c). Training did not change the pulse pressure in either group (the slight decrease observed in the SHR$T$ vs. SHR$S$ did not attain significance; fig. 1d).

**Effects of Hypertension and Training on the Expression of α-Actin, Elastin and Collagen mRNA**

mRNA expression of all thoracic aorta components were significantly higher in SHR versus WKY ($p < 0.05$ for group factor): α-actin mRNA was increased by 9-fold (from 1.27 ± 0.46 to 11.39 ± 3.51 AU; fig. 2a); elastin mRNA was increased by 6.3-fold (from 1.21 ± 0.36 to 7.59 ± 2.29 AU; fig. 2b), while collagen I and III mRNA were increased by 11-fold on average (from 1.10 ± 0.24 to 13.72 ± 5.88 AU and from 1.24 ± 0.38 to 11.75 ± 4.05 AU, respectively; fig. 2c, d). Interestingly, mRNA expressions of α-actin, elastin and collagen I and III were completely normalized by training in the SHR group, with no significant changes in the WKY controls (fig. 2).

**Effects of Hypertension and Training on Morphological, Morphometric and Stereological Parameters**

Figure 3 illustrates and compares the aortic wall appearance in sedentary and trained WKY and SHR. In all groups, the aortic wall exhibited 7–8 elastic lamellas and many elastic fibrils that extended from the lamellas and permeated the smooth muscle cell layer. Notice the paler staining and the increased content of elastic fibres and fibrils in the SHR$S$ when compared to the other groups. Interestingly, in the SHR$T$, elastic fibres/fibrils are less ev-
ident and presented a heavy staining, similar to that observed in both WKY groups.

With smaller magnification (figures not shown), one also observed that SHR aortas exhibited a larger outer diameter and cross-sectional area than normotensive controls. Indeed, quantitative measurements (table 1) showed that SHR exhibited a larger outer diameter and cross-sectional area (+7 and +31%, respectively, vs. WKY; \( p < 0.05 \)), suggestive of hypertrophic remodeling. Exercise training did not change the cross-section-
al area of the SHR group, but caused a slight decrease in the outer diameter (after training, it did not differ from those of the WKY group). No geometric changes were observed in the thoracic aorta of WKY T versus WKY S (table 1).

Stereological analysis performed on sequential slices revealed that the total volume of the thoracic aorta was higher in the SHR S versus the WKY S (p < 0.05; fig. 4a). SHR S aortic smooth muscle cells were bigger, as indicated by their larger volume (p < 0.05 vs. WKY S; fig. 4c). Hypertension was also characterized by significant increases in the elastic components of the aortic wall: from 0.74 ± 0.32 to 8.69 ± 0.32 mm³ for the fibrillar component, from 0.65 ± 0.31 to 9.02 ± 0.23 mm³ for the lamellar component and from 1.38 ± 0.29 in the WKY S to 14.49 ± 0.29 mm³ in the SHR S, corresponding to a 10.5-fold increase in the total elastic component of the thoracic aorta (p < 0.05; fig. 4b). The connective tissue of the aorta, inferred by the difference of the total aortic volume minus the volume of smooth muscle cells plus the total elastic component, was also largely increased in the SHR S group (+17-fold, p < 0.05; fig. 4d). It is interesting to note that after training the total volume of the thoracic aorta, as well as the volume of smooth muscle, elastic compartments and connective tissue in the SHR T group did not differ from those exhibited by the WKY groups (fig. 4). Exercise training had no effects on the stereological properties of the WKY aorta.

Fig. 3. Light microscope images taken from the thoracic aorta of sedentary and trained normotensive (WKY) and hypertensive (SHR) rats showing elastic lamellas (thick open arrows) and fibrils (thin arrows) stained in purple and smooth muscle cells in rose with the nucleus stained in pale blue (asterisks). Observe that SHR S versus WKY S exhibited an increased content of elastic fibres but paler staining – changes that are absent in the SHR T group. Scale bar = 100 µm. The colours refer to the online version.
Correlation of Training-Induced Pressure Changes with the mRNA Expression and the Estimated Volume of Aortic Vascular Compartments

In the thoracic aorta of the SHR group, there were positive significant correlations between training-induced pressure fall and either α-actin, elastin, collagen I and collagen III mRNA expression (p < 0.05 for all correlations; table 2). Accordingly, training-induced decreases in total aortic volume and in smooth muscle, elastic and connective tissues were positively correlated with a training-induced pressure fall in SHR rats (table 2). No correlations were observed in the WKY group, indicating that training, besides not changing MAP (fig. 1), was unable to change mRNA as well as protein expression in this group.

Effects of Hypertension and Training on the Ultrastructure of the Thoracic Aorta

Figure 5 compares ultrastructural pictures of the thoracic aorta of WKY₅, WKY₇, SHR₅ and SHR₇, and table 3 summarizes the main qualitative effects of hypertension and training on the ultrastructure of the tunica media and the endothelium observed in several aortic slices taken from 2 rats/group. Both WKY₅ and SHR₅ aortas (fig. 5a, c) showed defective orientation of smooth muscle cells (not parallel to vessel lumen). In addition, larger amounts of collagen and elastin (internal elastic lamina and elastic fibrils) were observed in the SHR₅. In this group, we also observed rupture and duplication of the internal elastic lamina. It is important to

---

**Table 1. Morphometric data of the thoracic aorta in sedentary and trained WKY and SHR rats**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>WKY₅ (n = 5)</th>
<th>WKY₇ (n = 5)</th>
<th>SHR₅ (n = 5)</th>
<th>SHR₇ (n = 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID, μm</td>
<td>1,549 ± 27</td>
<td>1,499 ± 58</td>
<td>1,639 ± 34</td>
<td>1,596 ± 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD, μm</td>
<td>1,723 ± 43</td>
<td>1,691 ± 70</td>
<td>1,839 ± 24*</td>
<td>1,803 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness, μm</td>
<td>96 ± 14</td>
<td>101 ± 12</td>
<td>100 ± 7</td>
<td>103 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media/lumen ratio</td>
<td>0.056 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.064 ± 0.009</td>
<td>0.061 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.064 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA, μm²</td>
<td>362,948 ± 14,607</td>
<td>390,182 ± 22,982</td>
<td>477,752 ± 20,563*</td>
<td>529,249 ± 12,589*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SEM. ID = Inner diameter; OD = outer diameter; CSA = cross-sectional area. * p < 0.05 versus WKY.

---

**Correlation of Training-Induced Pressure Changes with the mRNA Expression and the Estimated Volume of Aortic Vascular Compartments**

In the thoracic aorta of the SHR group, there were positive significant correlations between training-induced pressure fall and either α-actin, elastin, collagen I and collagen III mRNA expression (p < 0.05 for all correlations; table 2). Accordingly, training-induced decreases in total aortic volume and in smooth muscle, elastic and connective tissues were positively correlated with a training-induced pressure fall in SHR rats (table 2). No correlations were observed in the WKY group, indicating that training, besides not changing MAP (fig. 1), was unable to change mRNA as well as protein expression in this group.
note that training in both groups caused a marked reorganization of the smooth muscle cells: they presented a more elongated shape and are disposed preferentially along the circumferential axis of the vessel, an anatomical organization that reminds us of the contractile phenotype of the cell (fig. 5b, d; table 3). In the SHR group, training also decreased the number of elastic fibrils, prevented both rupture and duplication of the internal elastic lamina and reduced the collagen contend both in the tunica media and around the endothelium (fig. 5c, d; table 3). With the exception of the reorganization of smooth muscle cells, training caused minor changes in the extracellular matrix components of the aorta in the WKY group.

Discussion

The main findings of this study were: (1) aerobic training caused minor changes in the thoracic aorta macrostructure but was vastly effective to reduce elastin mRNA expression and to normalize the increased elastic content of the SHR aortas; (2) exercise training normalized α-actin expression and the total volume of smooth muscle cells, improving its circumferential orientation within the wall; (3) similar to other antihypertensive therapies, exercise training also reduced collagen mRNA expression and the connective tissue content in the thoracic aorta, thus reducing fibrosis; (4) these changes slightly decreased the pulsatility of SHR T aortas and were positively

Table 2. Correlations between mRNA expression with MAP values and between the measured volume of the different vascular components with MAP in WKY and SHR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>WKY</th>
<th>SHR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mRNA expression, AU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Actin × MAP</td>
<td>Y = 5.9–0.04x (r = –0.163)</td>
<td>Y = –147+0.91x* (r = 0.785)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastin × MAP</td>
<td>Y = 7.8–0.05x (r = –0.376)</td>
<td>Y = –114+0.70x* (r = 0.807)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen I × MAP</td>
<td>Y = 5.8–0.04x (r = –0.210)</td>
<td>Y = –157+0.96x* (r = 0.738)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen III × MAP</td>
<td>Y = 11.4–0.08x (r = –0.453)</td>
<td>Y = –214+1.30x* (r = 0.815)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured volume, mm³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth muscle × MAP</td>
<td>Y = –0.19+0.003x (r = 0.475)</td>
<td>Y = –50+0.31x* (r = 0.691)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total elastic × MAP</td>
<td>Y = –2.52+0.03x (r = 0.648)</td>
<td>Y = –119+0.75x* (r = 0.880)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connective × MAP</td>
<td>Y = –0.83+0.015x (r = 0.385)</td>
<td>Y = –175+1.09x* (r = 0.689)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total aortic × MAP</td>
<td>Y = –3.78+0.05x (r = 0.516)</td>
<td>Y = –470+2.95x* (r = 0.797)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y = b + ax represents the linear regression equation; r is the correlation coefficient. Parametric correlations (mRNAs × MAP) were calculated by the Pearson test, while non-parametric correlations (measured volumes × MAP) were calculated by the Spearman test. Correlations included 14–15 rats/group.

* p < 0.05, significant correlation.

Table 3. Main effects of hypertension and training on the ultrastructural characteristics of the thoracic aorta

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SHR vs. WKY</th>
<th>SHR T vs. SHR S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smooth muscle cell</td>
<td>defective orientation</td>
<td>improved orientation¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracellular matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen</td>
<td>↑ content</td>
<td>↓ content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic fibrils</td>
<td>↑ content</td>
<td>↓ content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal elastic lamina</td>
<td>duplication and rupture</td>
<td>prevention of both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endothelium</td>
<td>involved by collagen</td>
<td>↓ collagen content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations made in 15 slices/thoracic aorta (2 rats/group).

¹ Improved orientation was also observed in WKY T versus WKY S.
Fig. 5. Transmission electron microscopy images depicting the intima and part of media layers of the thoracic aorta in sedentary (a, c) and trained (b, d) WKY (a, b) and SHR (c, d). Observe the rupture (♯) and duplication (*) of the internal elastic lamina (IEL) in the SHRt, the defective orientation of smooth muscle cells (SMC) in the sedentary groups changed to circumferential orientation after training and the relative contents of elastin (el) and collagen (coll). Scale bar = 2 μm.
correlated to training-induced pressure fall, and (5) besides a similar increase in performance gain and the appearance of resting bradycardia (a marker for training), exercise training did not change pressure, mRNA expression and the volume of any aortic wall constituent in the WKY group.

Previous studies had already shown that hypertension is associated with structural and mechanical alterations in conduit arteries such as wall hypertrophy and/or remodelling, due to changes in the proliferation rate of smooth muscle cells and in the pattern of extracellular matrix synthesis [3–5, 26, 27]. Indeed, an imbalance between cell growth/death and excessive collagen and elastin synthesis are characteristic markers of hypertensive vascular remodelling. Under normal conditions, elastic fibres, the main constituent of the thoracic aorta, have a short period of active synthesis, restricted to foetal life and the neonatal period [28]. However, in the presence of increased mechanical stress and other neurohormonal factors imposed by hypertension, defective elastin synthesis is activated, generating stiffer macromolecules (with smaller fenestrae in the elastic lamellae) that exhibit a very low turnover [3, 29]. The present set of data confirmed aortic wall hypertrophy (significant increase in both α-actin mRNA expression and total volume of aortic smooth muscle, accompanied by augmented outer diameter and cross-sectional area), increased collagen I and collagen III mRNA expression and augmented connective tissue with a high content of collagen fibres (qualitative ultrastructural evaluation) in the thoracic aorta of the SHR. In addition, data showed increased systolic and pulse pressure accompanied by both a marked increase in elastin mRNA expression and robust increase in total elastic component (high content of defective elastic lamellae/fibres, exhibiting ruptures and duplications of the internal elastic lamina, as revealed by qualitative ultrastructural analysis). Indeed, in hypertensive and elderly individuals, it has been shown that elastic fibres break down due to augmented circumferential wall stress [3, 30]. It should be noted that not only the augmented collagen content but also the abnormal deposit of elastin are deleterious for the mechanical properties of the aortic wall [3–5, 7, 8, 29, 31]. The loss of aortic mechanical performance causes vessel stiffening, endothelial damage and deficient physical barrier for cellular migration with increased local inflammatory responses [26, 27, 32, 33].

Previous studies evaluating the effect of pressure fall on media composition, morphology and function of conductance/resistance arteries in hypertensive patients and animals have already shown the ability of antihypertensive therapies in reducing pulse wave velocity and the carotid augmentation index [15], in decreasing either media cross-sectional area, collagen volume density and collagen/elastin ratio [6, 8, 12, 14], but no correction of the elastic component has been observed with the pharmacological therapies used so far [6, 11, 13, 14]. Interestingly, low-intensity aerobic training, while contributing to blood pressure reduction, was very effective to correct both aortic hypertrophy and extracellular matrix composition (decreased collagen and elastin message and content), as well as to prevent a breakdown of the internal elastic lamina, thus reducing defective changes in the SHR. This is a novel benefit of training in hypertensive individuals. The mechanisms by which exercise training decreases elastin synthesis, reduces elastic content and avoids fibre ruptures/duplications are unknown at the present. Exercise-induced antioxidative capacity was shown to contribute to protective effects in the aortic wall of SHR [34]. Elements of the cytoskeleton could participate in the perception/transduction of the altered stress since colchicine administration during the development of renal and/or Dahl-sensitive hypertension abolished the vascular hypertrophic response while it affected pressure rise only marginally [8]. The availability of angiotensin II may also contribute to changing the elastin content since SHR treated with enalapril exhibited a significant reduction in the collagen/elastin ratio [13]. In addition, young normotensive animals treated with enalapril showed a marked decrease in accumulation of total elastin in the aorta [35]. It has also been shown that converting enzyme inhibitors, as well as angiotensin receptor blockers, reduced the collagen/elastin ratio in treated SHR while attenuating the expression of integrin in the arteries [12, 14, 36]. Indeed, exercise training by reducing either the activity of the renin-angiotensin system [37, 38], mean pressure and pulsatility (present set of data) was able to decrease aortic stress and the stress-sensing mechanism. Future experiments might explore these possibilities.

Besides the reduced synthesis of extracellular matrix induced by exercise training, smaller accumulation of the elastic component in the aortic wall of SHR could be due to an accelerated breakdown of elastic (and collagen) fibres. Possible mechanisms conditioning the increased turnover of extracellular matrix proteins remain to be determined.

It is important to note that training in SHR has direct effects on extracellular matrix remodelling (reduced content of both elastic and collagen fibres) and smooth muscle normalization (reduced α-actin expression and media smooth muscle content with improved orientation of...
smooth muscle cells), determining a noticeable reduction in pulse pressure. Although the 16% decrease in the pulse pressure of SHR T (measured at the carotid artery, not the true calculation of the central aortic or augmented pressure) did not reach significance, it indicates a slight decrease in aortic pulsatility. These changes improved buffering function of the aorta in the SHR T. In addition, the expression of α-actin and extracellular matrix proteins as well as muscle volume, elastic and connective components of the aorta were positively correlated with MAP levels, suggesting that training-induced reduction in mRNA and protein content are related to training-induced pressure fall. Exercise training also has a direct effect on the heart (reduced HR). Establishment of training-induced pressure fall. Exercise training also has a direct effect on the heart (reduced HR). Establishment of training-induced pressure fall. Exercise training also has a direct effect on the heart (reduced HR). Establishment of training-induced pressure fall. Exercise training also has a direct effect on the heart (reduced HR). Establishment of training-induced pressure fall. Exercise training also has a direct effect on the heart (reduced HR).

It should be stressed that with the exception of improved orientation of aortic smooth muscle cells, training-induced benefits on the vascular wall were only apparent in the SHR rats since no effects were observed in the WKY group submitted to the same training protocol. This observation is in accordance with our previous studies showing the efficacy of exercise training to correct cardiovascular disarrangements only in hypertensive individuals [17, 18, 20, 39–41].

In conclusion, exercise training caused only minor changes in the aortic macrostructure, but proved to be a very effective tool to normalize the increased elastic component in the SHR aortas, in addition to the reduced collagen/connective tissue content and to the reduced smooth muscle cell volume observed in the SHR T. These adaptive structural responses occurring simultaneously with training-induced pressure fall, a slight decrease in aortic pulsatility and resting bradycardia, reduce aortic stiffness, thus facilitating the buffering function and reduction in cardiovascular risk.
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